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kaktovikKaktovik explain
village problems

by bill hess
for the tundra time

ANAKTUVUK PASS A small
group of people traveling under a
warm sun and blue sky drove a little
caravan of eight wheeled all terrain
vehicles into a spectacular brooks
range valley just outside of this village
recently

they stopped near a small pile of
sun bleached caribou antlersanglersant lers took in
the viewview and were left with deep feel
ing of both awe and frustration

along with a number of villagers
such as roosevelt prackprnckpqnck and mayor
riley morry the group included sen
ted stevens who had come at the re
quest of north slope borough mayor
george ahmaogak

I1 wanted the senator to be able to
see for himself the problems the peo
pie of anaktuvuk pass face when they
go ouiout in their homeland here which
is now a national park to earn a sub
sistecksistencesisterkstencesi e living ahmaogak saidaid

alaska state sen willie hensley
and rep al adams also lamicame along
at the mayor s request

continued on page eight
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gathering just outside ofofanaktuvukanaktuvuk pass were from left gilbert lincoln rep atal adams maggie ahmaogak dan fauske north slope borough mayor
george ahmaogak steve wells and sen ted stevens stevens was told how important argos are to the villagers 1987 bill hess

stevens learns of villagers concerns
continued from page one

traditionally the people ot
anaktuvuk pass moved all about the
country during the year camping
hunting trapping and fishing at dif-
ferent places during different times otof
the year as wildlife populations
demanded

A new world meant that children
had to go to school and in the late
1940s and early 1950s thethenunanuutnunamiut
people began to settle in the village of
anaktuvuk pass in the years since
many changes have come into their
lives

thanks largely to north slope
borough projects they have a school
a medical clinic and fire protection as
well as modem homes the village
corporation runs a small store and a
museum sits atop a hill

inside the homes there are color
televisions and other amenities which
almost any american livinliving anywhere
else would also expect to haveave

one thing has not changed
however our food today is the same
animals and fish that our parents liv-
ed on all those centuries said harry
hugo only now the children must go
to school and therethem are other tasks peo-
ple must attend to to keep the vilvillagerage

functioning in a modernmodem world so the

people can no longer wander about and
live in the different places that game
gathers at different times of year

they must be able to reach their
hunting trapping and fishing spots
take what they need and get back to
the village inin a reasonable time
villagers found that the eight wheeled
argo all terrain vehicles were ex
cellentcellena for helping them do just that

then the gates of the arctic na
tionaldional park was formed around their
village as a result of the alaska na
tionaldional interest lands conservation
act

villagers were shocked when na
tionaldional park service officials told them
they could not drive their ATVs on
park land land which their believbelaev
ed would always be nunamiut land
the ATVs were not in keeping with
the character of a national park they
were told

we can still use our argos on
village corporation land but there are
a lot of places we can never get to if
we stay just on village corproation
land mayor morry explained we
need to be able to travel all over this
country just to feed ourout families

after ahmaogak took office the
villagers turned to him for help and
he took the problem to stevens

this whole situation is really a
shame stevens said especially
because I1 remember how the people
of anaktuvuk pass supported the ef-
forts to establish a park here they
were told that a park would preserve
their subsistence hunting and fishing
and they believed it

stevens went on to say that although
park service officials may think of
ATVs as recreational vehicles in
anaktuvuk pass they are essential to
the people making their living

stevens told ahmaogak and the
villagers he would speak with park of-
ficials on their part as they negotiate
with anaktuvuk pass in an effort to
reach a settlement

in honor of ahmaogak stevens
hensley and adams the people of
anaktuvuk pass put on a performance
of traditional dance and presented each
ofthernof them with larger than life nunamiut
masks

after levainglevaine anaktuvuk the group
traveled on to kaktovikKaktovik there the
senator heard of the frustration the
villagers felt in dealing with the US
air force at the dewlinedealine station there
the airstrip at kaktovikKaktovik is separated
from the community by some distance

there is only one building there
with a restroom and warm place to

take shelter on a cold day air force
personnel at the dewlinedealine site have
refused to allow villagers access to the
room

stevens promised kaktovikKaktovik mayor
loren ahlers that he would speak to
dewlinedealine personnel to see if the situa-
tion could be set right

two weeks earlier members of the
US senate energy committee look-
ing into the possibility of opening the
coastal plain of the arctic national
wildlife refuge up to oil and gas
development had held a short com-
munity meeting in kaktovikKak tovik some
members of that group had attacked
village desires for local impact funds
to help them meet the influx of growth
and social problems they expect if
congress decides to go ahead with the
development

stevens on the other hand assured
the villagers of his support and back-
ing for their concerns

he also cautioned that even ifcon-
gress opens ANWR they and all
alaskansalaskasAlaskans should still expect a long
period of declining oil revenues in
alaska

prudhoe bay is already entering its
decline and it will take 10 to 15 years
to produce anything from ANWR
once it is opened stevens said


